THE ELECTRIC RADIO SHOW’S UNDERGROUND
SPOTLIGHT TERMS AND CONDITIONS. PLEASE
READ.
Please note: not every entrant will be picked.
Artists will only be notified when and if selected.
*If you do not have a direct link to your mp3, please
send it to USLstudioERS@gmail.com, entrants WILL
NOT BE CONSIDERED OTHERWISE.*
Form submission does not guarantee selection.
Selection of featured artist will be chosen by our
Promotions Department.
By submitting your song to The Electric Radio Show, you
grant The Electric Radio Show full rights to air the song on
the show and to be distributed in our Podcast. For more
info see below.
TERMS & CONDITIONS

The term "User Content" means and refers to any and all music and or content,
media and materials you submit for posting on our Site or our affiliates websites
using the User Content Submission Features, or email, including, without
limitation, still photographs, writings, spoken statements, music, audio, video,
video recordings, audio-visual works and recordings, slides, portraits, animated
and/or motion pictures, caricatures, likenesses, vocal or other sounds, sound
recordings, voices, voice reproductions, computer graphics and visual effects,
as well as any accompanying documentation, packaging or other materials,
tangible or intangible, and to all derivative works, translations, adaptations or
variations of same, regardless of the tangible medium, broadcast medium, format
or form, now known or hereinafter developed or discovered, and regardless of
where produced, on location, in a studio or elsewhere, in black-and-white or in
color, alone or in conjunction with other work, characters, real or imaginary, in
any part of the world. User Content is also considered a "Posting", and shall
apply to all User Content you submit pursuant to the terms and conditions of this
Submission Agreement for Posting to the Site.
Each time you upload or submit User Content (or if you attempt to do so) you will
be confirming your acceptance of, and agreement to be bound by, all the terms
and conditions of this Submission Agreement. Instructions for uploading User
Content can be found above on The Underground Spotlight Page on
theelectricradioshow.com for the upload of User Content. To be considered for
posting and display to the public, User Content must meet all the specifications
and requirements relating to formatting, compatibility, operating characteristics
and submission which can also be found on the Site's web page for the upload of
User Content.
When you submit User Content you may also be asked to provide some
information about you and your submission. This may include, without limitation,
such things as a descriptive title, some information about the User Content,
length, your location and/or similar information. By submitting User Content, you
are also agreeing and you understand that the term "User Content" also includes,
without limitation, and refers to all of the information you submit or we may
receive that is related to your submission. You agree that your submission
content may be “Distributed” through The Electric Radio Show Podcast and
through other platforms associated with the affilates of The Electric Radio Show.
Always keep a copy of anything you send because we are not responsible for
lost, damaged, misdirected, unusable or unreadable User Content. Proof that you
submitted User Content does not constitute proof that we received anything. By
uploading or emailing us content you give us full rights including Distribution
Rights to air your content talk about it on The Electric Radio Show and Distribute
that content on our various platforms for Broadcast.

